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Extolled for decades as one of the most influential Christians of his day, C. S. Lewis has stirred millions of
readers through his probing insights, passionate arguments, and provocative questions about God, love, life,
and death. C. S. Lewis: Readings for Meditation and Reflection gathers daily readings from his most famous
published works—The Screwtape Letters, Mere Christianity, The Four Loves—as well as his lesser-known
writings, letters, and essays. This collection of readings covers a wide range of topics from spirituality, to
materialism and sexuality, as relevant and compelling today as when they were written.
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Kelli says

Amazing words CS Lewis has. Reading this while I am at camp for the summer. The Truth leaks into Lewis'
writing. Its a great devotional to have. Anything by him is.

Rachel Dawson says

It's no secret I love C.S. Lewis. I grabbed this one to get to the free shipping amount on Amazon (no shame)
but it didn't blow me away, considering how it was all excerpts from other books he's written. I always think
I'm going to like books like this, and I do in the sense that it's quick and easy to read a chunk over breakfast
or on the go, but I really just love getting into the full books instead and getting the complete context. If you
want a taste of Lewis and his writings broken down more by topic, this is a great place to start!

Lotte says

This is my favorite collection of C. S. Lewis. I have read it several times. All but scripture to me . . .

Mark Nenadov says

An enjoyable read. It's basically a collection of short excerpted essays from a pretty good cross-section of
Lewis' work. Apart from actually having to read the 13 or so books represented here, this is probably a good
way to benefit from (and get the basic drift of) the thought of C.S. Lewis.

Jaclyn says

i especially like the excerpts from Mere Christianity.

Kari Trumbo says

This book was like water for my soul. As I read it, I wanted more and more. This book takes themes from
many of Lewis' books and gives a small taste of what he had to say. I now want to read much more.



Becky says

So far this book is really great. It just gives small passages from CS Lewis' works. It is a nice way to hear
about Christianity. He has a really great way of getting a point across simply and poignantly. I would highly
recommend it. Not hard to get through. A pretty quick read. I already feel like I want/should read it again and
highlight.

I think I will be reading this again. I still think about some passages after the fact. I think that's a good sign.

Jim says

Cut me a break!

Janie says

this book is a compilation of lewis' books and correspondences - in morsels. i've always been intrigued by
lewis since the beginning of my bibliophile days, way back when narnia was a subjective visual experience,
lest you saw the bbc version on public stations or rented vhs tapes, then the b-rate stuffy brown cat suit, they
dare to call aslan and whiny buckedtooth lucy was the only exposure one may have had to experience this
wonderful author. and that, would be a great injustice to this creative, intellectual, thoughtful, deep, kind,
compassionate man. but i digress....

this book contains excerpts from the narnia collection, four loves, screwtape letters, mere christianity, and
personal letters (mostly to malcolm, his step-son, i think) and then some. all very thoughtful and touching.

i've been reading this book off and on (since 1996). but recently, i've been using this book as a devotional
and found it a gem to wake up to in the morning. i have a feeling that lewis is someone i'd like to just sit and
shoot the breeze with. someone i would have liked to have known as a friend.

Emma says

Pretty good but just excerpts from other of Lewis' books.

Lindsay says

Not my cup of tea.



Jane says

Trying to read just one or two each night to make it last, but the selections are too compelling . . .

Julie Reed says

This book compiles some of the greatest musings of C.S. Lewis. If you are a spiritual person like me, you
will like it. He's deep and challenging and he always grows my brain. :)

Summer says

I loved this book. It's little snippets of thought from C.S. Lewis other works. After reading each one I had to
smile and let all the great points seep into my pores. Would recommend it to any Christian. :) It was a joy to
read. This was one wise man.

Larissa says

Highly recommend it!

Wdmoor says

A wonderful way to start your day with a cup of tea or coffee

Pat says

I hold dual citizenship in Narnia. Another anthology. I haven't touched these books for a long time. Reading
CSL introduced me to lots of beautiful ideas and works and hard questions. Most of all to the possibility that
I was wrong about God. I'll read this stuff again one day, after some distance and learning.

Tim Baumgartner says

This book reminds me of a fruit salad--my taste buds are enhanced through the variety of fruit that is
included. C.S. Lewis' "Readings for Meditation and Reflection" is just that in literary form--a collection of
the highlights of his major works. They are all in 'bite-sized' form and can be read daily as a devotional to
activate the title. This book includes excerpts from Mere Christianity, The Problem of Pain, Miracles, The
Screwtape Letters, The Four Loves, The Great Divorce, Letters to Malcolm, etc. Well, don't just take my
word for it, get to reading!!!



Amy says

Inspirational and thoughtful reflections! Great way to begin or end your day.

Rachel Gregory says

C.S. Lewis is absolutely brilliant!


